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Exploring Google Web Toolkit (GWT) 
 

Google Web Toolkit (GWT) has filled a gap that most people hadn’t even realized was there. Some people love 

JavaScript, but most web programmers aren’t big fans of it—you need an in-depth knowledge of JavaScript, HTML, 

CSS, and browser quirks to be sure that everything is safe and will work in all major browsers. One gets caught up 

using a dynamic language, and there isn’t a lot in the way of development tools to help you with code completion, 

live syntax checking, and so on. 

Java, on the other hand, has everything you could wish for, an awful lot of development, and testing tools. Even 

if you stick to just the ones that are free, there is a tremendous choice of comprehensive applications that have 

more features than you’ll ever need. 

But Java isn’t JavaScript, so what is the point of discussing it?  

Well, what if you took the Java source code and turned it into JavaScript? You would have all the advantages of 

the free development environments, debugging, testing tools, and code coverage reports, and the end result would 

be JavaScript, which can run in a browser. 

And, what if, while compiling, you created a different JavaScript file for each browser, each file tuned to that 

browser’s quirks and foibles? And while we’re at it, let’s have an easy way to internationalize the site. And simplify 

AJAX. Oh, and I want a library of widgets with all the bells and whistles of rounded corners, animation, built-in 

styles, and so on. And, I want it all to be free. And, open source. And, I want browser history to work. 

Meet GWT. 

GWT is a toolkit. It is not a language, a “way”, or a framework. It is a set of tools that are meant to provide an 

easy way to write sophisticated, reliable AJAX applications using Java. It is not meant to take advantage of the 

Java runtime, but instead it makes use of the Java language and its existing tooling. 

So what does this mean? Oversimplifying a bit, you write your code in Java and then compile it to JavaScript. 

The obvious question is why you would want to do that, and the answers are numerous. One possible answer 

might be that there are many more skilled Java developers in the world than there are seasoned JavaScript 

developers, but that isn’t why GWT came to be. GWT was created in order to facilitate the development of large 

client-side browser applications with a focus on providing a great user experience, although it is applicable to a 

much wider range of usage as well. 
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GOOGLE WAVE 

Lars Rasmussen is the co-founder of two successful Google applications, Google Maps and Google Wave. When 

speaking about Google Wave, Lars commented, "I think that we couldn’t possibly have built something this rich 

without the Google Web Toolkit." 

This focus on the user experience means the tools provided are geared to making the application download 

faster, start faster, and run faster. Now we can’t claim that GWT is a golden solution. After all, everything you can 

do in GWT can be done with HTML, JavaScript, and CSS. But what GWT brings such a wide array of tools to the 

game it can conceivably replace every tool used by a traditional JavaScript developer, all within a single tool. 

In this paper, we will provide you with an overview of GWT. The overview will provide a glimpse into each tool 

in the toolkit. 

We’ll start with the Java-to-JavaScript compiler. 

Compiling and optimizing 
The compiler is the core of the system. It takes your Java code and compiles it into JavaScript. During the process, 

it will analyze your code in order to optimize it and remove any code that is not reachable by your application. It 

then generates JavaScript code that is condensed so that the file size is as small as possible. And, this is only part 

of what the compiler does! 

So the complier is a busy bee. The compiler may kick off one or more code generators based on what it finds in 

your code. This could be the generator that generates the code to serialize Java objects and send them to the 

server. Or it could be the generator that will allow you to define your interface in an XML file. It could also be the 

generator that takes external files like CSS or images and optimizes in a way that allows the browser to load them 

more quickly. Or perhaps you will create your own custom generator to fill a specific need. 
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Figure 1 An artist’s rendering of what the GWT compiler is responsible for. This doesn’t cover everything the compiler does, but it 
does provide a high-level overview of how Java code (on the left) is compiled into JavaScript code (on the right). 

In addition to this, the compiler has the ability to weave your Java code with existing JavaScript code. This is called 

the JavaScript Native Interface (JSNI), which allows you to embed JavaScript code within your Java classes in 

order to facilitate Java-to-JavaScript communication. Or course, it all ends up as JavaScript in the end when the 

compiler weaves everything together. 

But, using JavaScript can be tricky because each browser has its own idiosyncrasies. That is where deferred 

binding comes in. Deferred binding allows you to create multiple implementations of the same functionality, 

perhaps one for Internet Explorer and one for all others, and the compiler will generate multiple JavaScript output 

files, one for each browser. 
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So, with multiple JavaScript files for different browsers, the compilation process also generates a bootstrap 

loader. This loader is a JavaScript file that will run in your browser and load the correct application code file for that 

browser type. 

As you can see, the compiler is the key to everything in GWT. But when someone comes to look at your 

application they don’t really care about how you wrote the code; they care about what it looks like. 

Powerful widgets and a layout binding engine  
In GWT, the fundamental building block of the user interface is the Widget, and it comes in all shapes and sizes. 

And to group Widgets, you would use a specialized class called a Panel, which is a Widget that has the ability to 

contain other widgets. And then there are Composites, which are Widgets that encapsulate some other Widget, 

hiding the internal implementation from outside callers.  

Together, Widgets, Panels, and Composites allow you to piece together your user interface. GWT even provides 

a special class of widgets called Data Presentation Widgets that allow you to display a large amount of data to the 

user in a series of pages, like a search result listing. These are designed to be fast, to conserve memory in the 

browser, and to make it easy for you as the developer to provide access to extremely large data sets. 

But, not all Widgets are as full-featured as the Data Presentation Widgets. Some are just building blocks that 

you can use to build more complex widgets, like the Image, Button, and Hyperlink Widgets. So as you use GWT to 

build your interface you will naturally combine basic Widgets into complex Composites, then reuse those over and 

over. 
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Figure 2 An example of a user-build Address Book widget. It is made up of at least eight different types of widgets and dozens of 
instances. Some of the widgets are used for layout like the VerticalPanel, and others will react based on user events like the Button. 

If you find that your Composites are useful you may even bundle them in a JAR file and share them with other 

GWT developers. Or, perhaps more likely, you will want to take advantage of the work of others and use third-

party widget libraries in your projects. One of the most popular is the GWT Incubator Project1, which is used by the 

GWT team to release beta Widgets and work out the kinks before permanently adding them to the GWT 

distribution. Then, there are third-party libraries for drag-and-drop2, Google APIs3 (maps, search, and so on), and 

more. 

                                                   
1 The GWT Incubator project can be found at http://code.google.com/p/google-web-toolkit-incubator/. 
2 The GWT Drag-and-Drop project can be found at http://code.google.com/p/gwt-dnd/. 
3 The GWT Google APIs project can be found at http://code.google.com/p/gwt-google-apis/.  
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But one thing that initial versions of GWT taught the early adopters was that building large interfaces with 

dozens and dozens of Widgets is hard. The amount of code required made it time consuming to build an interface. 

This changed when a new tool was added to the toolkit called UIBinder, which allows you to define your interface in 

XML code that looks a lot like HTML. This is more compact than Java code, allowing you to define complex 

interfaces with minimal effort. 

Of course, developing what your user sees is only part of the work involved in developing an interface, you 

need to handle user events too. 

Event handling beyond JavaScript 
At one end of the spectrum, GWT allows you to register for plain old JavaScript events. This includes clicks on a 

button, focus on a checkbox, and mouse movements over a widget. In GWT, these are called DOM4 events. 

On the other end are events that are specific to a particular widget. For example when a user clicks on a date in 

the DatePicker widget it fires a ValueChangeEvent. These events are called GWT events. As you develop more 

advanced widgets you will create your own GWT events. 

In addition GWT provides a tool called the HandlerManager, which can be used as an event bus. An event bus is 

a messaging channel where an event producer sends an event and any number of event listeners can receive the 

event and act on it. The important distinction between an event bus and basic event handling is that, with an event 

bus, the event producer and recipient don’t know about each other; they only know about the message channel. 

This is a popular pattern that allows you to develop an architecture where components are loosely coupled. It 

works similar to Inter-Relay Chat (IRC), where you send a message to the channel, and everyone may respond if 

they wish to. 

 
Figure 3 An event bus is like a messaging channel or pipe. A producer puts an event onto the bus, and any number of recipients can 
handle it. Producers and recipients are decoupled from each other because they connect to the message bus and not each other. 

Speaking of communication, one type of communication that vital to most GWT applications is the ability to pass 

data to and from the web server. 

Client-server communication 
In a perfect Java-centric world, you would be able to use Java on the server, Java to write your GWT-based 

application, and you would pass Java objects between the browser and the server. This is where GWT-RPC fits in. It 

provides the tooling required to handle the serialization and transmission of Java objects to and from the server, 

even though the client-side code in this is really JavaScript. 

This can be a relatively difficult problem given the mismatch in languages. On the server, this isn’t so hard 

because of Java’s reflection capabilities. On the server, the application can inspect the Java object to determine its 

field types and values. In the browser, this just isn’t possible, reflection won’t work. 

In order to solve this problem, GWT-RPC makes use of a code generator. This allows GWT to generate all of the 

serialization and communication code at compile time. But, still, it isn’t a magical process, and you will need to use 

some annotations to help the code generator determine what to do.  

                                                   
4 DOM is short for Document Object Model.  
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But for those of you interested in communicating with the server Ajax style, GWT can do that too. The tool for 

that job is RequestBuilder, and it allows you to send GET and POST requests to the server. But RequestBuilder 

alone isn’t particularly useful, especially considering that most remote services send either JSON5, JSON with 

Padding (JSONP), or XML6 data. To allow usage of these formats GWT provides an API for reading and writing JSON 

data, and an XML parser for reading XML.  

Server
(Java, PHP, Ruby, etc.)

XML and JSON HTML form Java objects

 
Figure 4 GWT provides a number of tools for passing data between the server and browser. This includes Ajax style communication 
for passing XML and JSON data, HTML forms for form data, and GWT-RPC for passing serialized Java objects.  

And of course, GWT also has support for the original client-server communication tool used by the browser, the 

HTML form. There are some differences on how GWT handles form submissions though. For example, in a standard 

form submission the page in the browser will change. In GWT, we don’t usually want to load another page into the 

browser, and GWT provides a way to do this.  

So hopefully you will agree that GWT provides some serious tools for developing a rich user interface. But there 

is more to it than that. GWT also provides you, the developer, with the tools you need to develop your application 

rapidly. 

Simplified development and debugging 
When doing traditional Java development, there are some things that are less than optimal. When you modify the 

code for a servlet (Spring Controller, Struts Action, and so on) you need to recompile your code, deploy it to a 

server, then start the server. That can take a lot of time depending on what you are doing. 

Now think about how you might test a change in GWT. You need to compile your client-side code to JavaScript, 

compile your server-side Java code, deploy all of it to a server, and start the server. 

Besides being a slow prospect, how might you handle debugging an application that lives as Java on the server 

and as JavaScript in the browser? How do you debug clicks to the user interface and remote calls to the server? 

                                                   
5 The JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) specification can be found at http://www.json.org/. 
6 The Extensible Markup Language (XML) introduction and specification can be found at http://www.w3.org/XML/. 
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To solve this problem, GWT has a closely related project named the Google Eclipse Plugin. This tool provides 

support for GWT as well as support for Google App Engine7. For GWT, the plug-in provides wizards, single-click 

compiling, auto-completion support, and one-click access to development mode, where you can test your 

application without deploying it to an external server.  

If you are a fan of an IDE competing with Eclipse, we completely understand that you might not be excited by 

this piece of news. And although you can develop GWT code using any IDE (or no IDE at all), we strongly 

recommend that until you get your feet wet with GWT you should use Eclipse.  

Now we did mention that the Google Eclipse Plugin provides auto-completion support. One area where it 

provides that is when writing code to bridge the gap between Java and JavaScript.  

Integration with JavaScript 
For the most part, you can write your GWT applications using Java only, but there are always going to be 

exceptions to the rule. Take the case where you are just moving to GWT and you have hundreds or thousands of 

lines of JavaScript code that you want to reuse. Or, perhaps, you need to access some new JavaScript API that 

GWT doesn’t directly support yet. Or, maybe, there is a third-party JavaScript API that you need to use. GWT 

supports all of these use cases with JSNI. 

The way JSNI works is that it allows you to embed JavaScript code right inside your Java code by making use of 

a Java comment block along with the “native” Java keyword. The purpose of the “native” keyword in Java is to 

denote that a method is implemented in another language like C, C++, or even assembly. And although GWT isn’t 

using the keyword in the way that its creators envisioned, it is a creative solution to our needs. 

Even without any background knowledge of JSNI, this following example should be easy to follow. It simply 

prints a specified message a specified number of times in the browser. 

Listing 1 An example of a JSNI method 
public native String printMessageTimes (String msg, int times) |#A 
/*-{ 
    for (x = 1; x <= times; x++) {                             |#B 
        var prefix = ‘#’ + x + ‘ - ‘;                          |#B 
        $doc.write(prefix + msg + ‘<br />‘);                   |#B 
    } 
}-*/; 

#A Java signature 
#B JavaScript body 

If you look closely, you can see that the code in the method is really inside of a Java comment block. And just to 

prove that it really is JavaScript, the example code fails to declare the variable x, uses var to declare the variable 

prefix, and uses single quotes around string constants. The only thing that isn’t standard JavaScript is the $doc 

variable, which is simply an alias GWT uses to represent the JavaScript document object. 

In the Java IDE, this code is ignored because the code has been hidden in a Java comment, and, by declaring 

the method as native, the IDE doesn’t expect a method body. But, although this code may be hidden from the 

standard Java compiler, the GWT compiler will extract this JavaScript code and weave it into the final output. 

But, this is only part of what there is to know about JSNI. Besides being able to call JavaScript code from Java 

you can also call your Java code from JavaScript. In addition there is a GWT feature called JavaScript Overlay 

Types which allows you to wrap a JavaScript object in a Java class. There is a lot to know about JSNI, which is why 

we have dedicated a whole chapter to explain it all. 

So, at this point, you can see that GWT isn’t just about widgets and provides a very full solution to building rich 

user interfaces. One such feature GWT provides is a solution to the broken back button.  

                                                   
7 Google App Engine can be found at http://code.google.com/appengine/. 
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History support 
When Ajax was conceived in 20058, one thing it did was to break the back button. What this means is that a typical 

browser user is used to the idea of using the back button in the browser to go back to the last page they were 

looking at. Ajax though has the notion of not changing the page you are looking at and, instead, it just manipulates 

the page with JavaScript to alter its contents. 

So, when the typical browser user used one of these Ajax applications and hit the back button, as that became 

the natural thing to do, they were surprised that they were directed to not the last thing they were looking at 

within the Ajax application, but instead were directed to whatever they were looking at before they came to the 

Ajax application. 

This isn’t a new problem, but it became very noticeable in 2005, when many developers rushed to deploy Ajax 

applications. So, when GWT was released in 2006, it came with history support built in. 

GWT’s solution isn’t new and is pretty simple when you think about it. GWT uses a hidden HTML iframe and 

each time you go to another “page” in your application, it changes the URL of the hidden frame. Your browser 

considers this URL change as going to another page and adds it to your browsing history. So, when you click the 

back button in your browser, all you are doing is changing the URL of the hidden frame to the last URL it had in the 

history. This, in turn, triggers an event in your application that you can handle. 

It is far from automatic, but with proper usage, you can allow your users to use the browser’s forward and 

backward buttons to navigate through your GWT application.  

Another feature that makes GWT a complete solution is its support for internationalization. 

Internationalization—Sprechen Sie Deutsch? 
GWT doesn’t provide any translation capabilities but it does provide a framework where you can deploy your 

application in any number of languages. In Java, the typical way this is handled in web application is to have the 

web framework you are using detect the language requested by the browser and use a Properties file with 

messages specific to that language. 

This works great on the server but has some failings when you try to do this for a browser application. For 

example, if you want to support 10 languages, your application now needs to hold 10 translations of every phrase 

used in the application. This translates to a larger download and slower application startup for the user. 

GWT’s approach is to handle this the same way it handles the multiple browser-specific implementations of Java 

code. And, that is to generate a separate JavaScript file for each language. That way you can support one language 

or one hundred, with no output file size penalty. 

 
Figure 5 Pictured here is the GWT DatePicker widget using three different locale settings. From left to right are calendars for 
Northern Sami, Russia, and Japan.  

                                                   
8 Ajax is an acronym for Asynchronous JavaScript and XML, coined by Jesse James Garret in his essay “Ajax: A New Approach to Web 
Applications”, http://www.adaptivepath.com/ideas/essays/archives/000385.php. 
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In addition, GWT provides support for formatting dates and currency in dozens of different locales. This support 

is used by the DatePicker widget, which allows it not only to use locale specific month names but also to make sure 

the month starts on the accustomed day for the region. 

And with that, we will wrap up the GWT feature tour. As you can see, GWT is a full-featured toolkit, and new 

features will be added as a need becomes apparent.  

Summary 
We provided an overview of what GWT has to offer—from an optimizing compiler, to a rich widget set, to tools for 

dealing with popular data formats like JSON and XML, to communicating with the server and history management. 

Tools are great, but GWT is more than just a tool for writing JavaScript application in Java. GWT is a platform 

with which you can build extraordinary complex applications that run in the browser without any proprietary plug-

ins. 

But this isn’t anything new. The truth of the matter is that browsers have had support for Dynamic HTML and 

making remote calls for an entire decade, yet we see very few large browser-based applications outside of those 

coming from Microsoft, Google, or Yahoo!. The reason is that writing large applications in JavaScript is difficult and 

complex. In fact, this is the primary reason for the adoption of GWT. 

Developers who write desktop applications have for a long time had great tool support. They have had the 

ability to design layout using a visual designer, support for working with databases, and structural tools like those 

that facilitate dependency injection. GWT might not provide all of this quite yet, but it is a major step forward for 

the web developer. 
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